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ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT FOR AN EVIL GOD
An ontological argument is one that tries to show something exists or is true by arguing that it is something that has to
exist.
St Anselm of Canterbury argued that when God, that than which a greater cannot be thought, exists as an idea in the mind
he must really exist for he is too good not to exist.
Not all think that this argument works except maybe to prove an evil God.
If imperfect is easier than perfection then it follows that a perfect God is unlikely.
Can the following version then of Anselm's argument work?
The creator is that which a more evil being, a greater in evil that cannot be thought, cannot be thought.
This being exists then in the understanding.
To exist in reality is greater than to exist merely in the understanding.
But if the being is not real then it is not the greatest evil being.

It does not work but it has more hope of working than Anselm's version. Using the argument to prove a perfect God is
worse than using it to prove an imperfect one and proving an imperfect one is worse than proving an evil one.
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That is a contradiction so the being exists.

The notion that evil is the lack of good - that is to say it is good that is not good enough or as good as it can be - shows that
if there could be nothing but a bad God that is good under the circumstances. Under the circumstances he is that than
which a greater and better cannot be thought.
In fact if Anselm's argument works it proves an evil God anyway if evil refutes the love of God.

The believers in God do use an ontological argument without realising it when they say an entity can exist and have no
components. Believers imagine it is possible for something to exist and have no parts or material composition. But they
only imagine. There is no way of learning anything about spirit or if it is possible. You cannot sense it. And as a material
being nobody could expect you to. You cannot expect a being who only sees black and white to understand what pink is.
The believers are guilty of thinking, "I can imagine such an entity therefore it exists." That is even worse than arguing that
if God makes sense he exists. Behind all ontological arguments or arguments for God based on Anselm is the dreadful and
arrogant attempt to imagine God into existence! If that is what you have to do to believe in God then the argument leads to
you doing evil in order to believe and no seriously good God would accept worship from you! No unbeliever could be
expected to respect your belief in God for the belief does not respect God either!

